Job Description

Title: Junior Software Developer (Intern)
Location: Bozeman, MT
Date: May 2018

Texbase is looking for a software development intern to join our team in beautiful Bozeman, MT. This position serves as a link between the Marketing/Sales teams and the Development team. Their primary job responsibilities include project scoping, team collaboration and implementing various coding and data management assignments. The intern will be working with HTML, CSS, Javascript & C# languages while learning CRM and Marketing Automation systems. Candidates should have a passion for expanding their horizons while programming on the Microsoft technology stack.

Your success at Texbase:
- Driven developer with a passion for quality and consistency
- Excited to apply their knowledge to unique, real-world problems
- Confident to jump into problems, research, and ask questions when necessary
- Fantastic written and oral communication skills
- Willing to learn and develop new skills on the job

Your skills now:
- Pursuing a bachelor’s degree in Computer Science or a related field
- Prior programming experience and a basic understanding of HTML and web application flow
- Good teamwork, collaboration, and communication skills
- A strong attention to detail
- Comfortable working in a small team environment with an aptitude to learn

What can we offer you?
- Dedicated manager and supportive coworkers
- Flexible hours – we understand that school always comes first
- Casual work environment
- Social and team building events
- Plenty of free food and beverages
- A competitive salary and even a retirement plan

Program details:
Internship to start as soon as possible. Interested applicants must be able to work 20-30 hours/week through the summer. Once classes resume in the Fall, 8-10 hours/week is appropriate. Texbase is flexible and willing to structure the work schedule to ensure that the Intern can continue to work while attending school.

How to Apply:
Send your resume to careers@texbase.com

Company Overview: Texbase provides cloud software for the apparel, footwear, home textiles and consumer product industries. Texbase data management and collaboration solutions deliver improved quality, speed and cost for brands and retailers around the world. Texbase is a pioneer in web-based business solutions and collaboration platforms that unite brands, retailers, suppliers and testing labs. We provide benefits that span the full product development and supply chain continuum, from product concept to regulatory compliance.

Texbase is an equal opportunity employer and is committed to creating an inclusive work environment.

To learn more about us, visit Texbase.com